
Phase One Partners with gNext to Revolutionize Asset Inspections based 
on Intelligent Image Quality (IIQ) 
 
Copenhagen, 9th of April 2024 – Phase One, a global leader in high-end 
digital imaging solutions, is delighted to announce the data integration 
partnership with gNext, unveiling an innovative solution for Asset 
Inspections directly based on native IIQ files captured by Phase One 
sensors. 
 
The integration between Phase One and gNext represents a significant 
milestone in the field of aerial inspections. By integrating the Phase One 
ImageSDK, gNext are now capable of utilizing IIQ files directly in the gNext 
platform, offering users an efficient and optimized end-to-end workflow. 
 
"We are excited to partner with gNext to streamline the data processing 
workflow for our customers," said Michael Ølund, Product Manager at Phase 
One. "This integration represents a significant advancement in our 
commitment to provide our customers with end-to-end solutions that both 
enhance their productivity and ensures unrivalled data quality." 
 
Russ Ellis from gNext adds “GNext is thrilled to be recognized as a 
preferred data processing partner of Phase One. Our optimized IIQ 
integration ensures seamless data processing from Phase One sensors, 
bidding farewell to lengthy conversions to JPEG. With this integration, 
we've eradicated the need for pre-processing, empowering users to dive 
straight into processing their data with enhanced efficiency and superior 
results." 
 
This partnership between Phase One and gNext promises to elevate the 
standard of data processing in aerial inspections, offering users unparalleled 
efficiency and superior results. 

About Phase One 

Phase One is a global leader in digital imaging technology. The company 
provides unrivalled imaging quality for a wide range of applications, 
from professional photography to heritage digitization, industrial 
inspections, aerial mapping, security and space. 

For more than three decades, Phase One has developed core imaging 
technologies and a range of digital cameras and imaging modules, setting 
new standards for image quality in terms of resolution, dynamic range, color 
fidelity and geometric accuracy. 

Based in Copenhagen, Denmark, and with regional offices strategically 
located in Denver, Cologne, Tel Aviv, Saku, Tokyo, Beijing, Shanghai, and 
Hong Kong, Phase One nurtures long-term relationships with customers, 

https://www.phaseone.com/applications/bespoke-photography/
https://www.phaseone.com/applications/heritage/
https://www.phaseone.com/applications/en/mapping-and-surveying/


technology partners and its global network of distributors, often playing the 
role of digital imaging partner to customers with unique requirements. It is 
with this passion for service that Phase One continually exceeds 
expectations and drives the imaging industry forward. 

We deliver Imaging Beyond Imagination. 
www.phaseone.com 

For more information, contact: 
Name: Anna Mössner 
Email: amo@phaseone.com 

 

About gNext 

gNext is a custom-built inspection platform that supports infrastructure 
integrity by securely combining drone data with artificial intelligence and 
3D modeling. Our service enables inspectors to safely, accurately, and 
collaboratively analyze assets from a remote location. As infrastructure 
continues to age, our scalable tools will future-proof the inspection 
automation process.  

Learn more at https://www.gnextlabs.com/  
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